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Tennis  champion and brand ambassador Naomi Osaka sports  Louis  Vuitton's  coveted Twis t bag in a campaign video. Image credit: Louis
Vuitton

 
By AMIRAH KEAT ON

French fashion house Louis Vuitton is pushing its baseline, raising the bar with a fresh take on one of its  most
beloved styles in a celebrity-powered campaign.

In an action-packed campaign video, tennis champion and brand ambassador Naomi Osaka sports the latest
editions of Louis Vuitton's Twist bag. Luxury's leading lady as of late, Osaka transitions from dolling out serves to
decompressing poolside, all while rocking the remixed accessory.

LV x Naomi
One of the French maison's most logo-forward looks is back with a twist.

Set in sunny Los Angeles, a campaign video showcasing new details and colorways for Louis Vuitton's iconic Twist
bag captures Ms. Osaka in motion.

With the accessory by her side, the athlete glows in preppy attire, simultaneously switching settings: she starts out on
the tennis court, and is then seen lounging poolside before finally getting comfortable in a car.

Ms. Osaka, chock-full of the bliss that some claim only luxury can provide, flashes joyful expressions while
displaying colorful handbag options that compliment her attire, from a bright white bag to a tan variety, and even a
light bubblegum pink pick.

Osaka stars in Louis Vuitton's latest campaign video for new editions of the Twist handbag.

Perhaps most notable is a feature central to the bag's design and brand's heritage; it is  the LV Twist's lock closure
that places the style amongst Louis Vuitton's most revered. Ms. Osaka demonstrates its ease of use throughout the
campaign film, in a nod to the handbag's versatile nature.

Lock aside, this season's Twist handbag has adopted a range of new features such as embroidered straps
showcasing the brand logo alongside lemon-shaped coin purses.
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Additionally, gold-colored chains with enamel charms inspired by the emblematic padlock and monogram flower
have been included in the line, according to the luxury label.

Standout amongst the customizable collection is a new iridescent model, with a metallic LV Twist closure at its
center. Rounding out the theme, the bag also integrates a shiny chain.
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A post shared by Louis Vuitton (@louisvuitton)

The sports star embodies the spirit of summer wearing this season's iridescent Twist update.

The star evokes the spirit of summer, showcasing the handbag across frames that speak to the brand's youthful
appeal. Louis Vuitton continues to release new editions of its  signature silhouette, in a move highlighting the bag
perhaps most emblematic of its  elegance.

Leveraging leather goods
With engaging visuals and Ms. Osaka at the forefront, Louis Vuitton continues to ace the art of aspirational luxury
with the Twist campaign.

The best-selling leather goods category proves its increasing relevance as an area where many brands are
attempting to innovate. Gucci recently unveiled the Gucci Attache, a new 70s-inspired handbag line complete with a
logo clasp that encourages new ways of wear, in a multiplatform ad campaign. The innovatively-crafted accessory's
contemporary design reflects the revival of an earlier silhouette, discovered by way of brand archives (see story).

British fashion house Stella McCartney released its highly anticipated plant-based alternative leather accessory the
Frayme Mylo handbag championing animal and human welfare and pushing the envelope on fashion sustainability.
Made from mycelium, a mushroom-based material, the bag helped usher in luxury's hottest alternative material (see
story).
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